
SAMSUNG GALAXY S20 Fan Edition 
 
Samsung is about to launch its lower cost version of the Samsung S20, named the Samsung                

Galaxy S20 FE (Fan Edition). With almost the same specifications as its more expensive              

predecessor and costing $699.99, the S20 FE will offer a wide range of colours that is bound                 

to please pretty much everyone. 

PROS CONS 

more affordable with all essential specs not all regions will offer both versions available 

wide range of colours fingerprint sensor of lesser quality 

fit for gaming plastic back 

With a 6.5 inches screen carrying an AMOLED display with 2400x 1080 pixels, 120Hz              

refresh rate and 240Hz touch sampling, it is going to be a very popular cell phone with most                  

gamers, even though there is no Quad HD. Those interested in playing any media on their                

phones won’t be disappointed either, due to the stereo speakers that carry support for Dolby               

Atmos. The 6GB RAM and 128GB storage with microSD expansion and the 4500mAh             

battery will also attract many buyers looking for quality without wanting to spend too much               

money. And if you tend to be clumsy, you do not need to worry too much with this phone,                   

since it comes with Gorilla Glass 5 and IP68 waterproofing, so dropping the phone or spilling                

some water over it won’t be a major concern. The photography feinds out there won’t be                

disappointed either, considering this lower cost version will offer the same 12-megapixel            

sensor as the Galaxy S20. 

If you’re looking for a sleek look, however, the plastic back and thicker bezels than the                

original S20 might put you off, but that will likely not be a big issue for those who are                   

looking for a less expensive phone. The other setback is the optical fingerprint sensor under               

the display, that is of lesser quality than the one in the original S20 model. Also, even though                  

Samsung is coming out with both 4G and 5G versions of this cell phone, some regions will                 

not offer both. 

 

Considering the less polished look for the lower cost but similar specs to the higher end                

version, the Samsung Galaxy S20 FE is a smart buy for anyone looking for the S20 quality                 

without shelling out too much money. 


